
Existing lime trees retained
refer to planting plan
drawing ref 489_WS_15_00_03&
Detail B 489_15_05
Arborist report and architectural
drawing 489_WS_04_05 
Boundary Wall to Botanic Road for existing 
railings retained (shown double yellow dotted 
line here.

Existing railing typology extended with new 
proposed
railing to match existing reailing retained for 
cyan line. Dotted blue line new brick wall to 
creche garden. Refer to boundary section detail
489_WS_15__11 Section through creche and Bo-
tanic road railing/ tree pit.
Solid blue line indicates existing masonry 
boundary retained no works proposed. 

Existing  masonry wall retained.
refer to drawing ref Detail A  489__15_05

Public Open Space and Communal Open Space Plan Table of areas:
SITE AREA: PARENT PERMISSION- 20186m² (2.02 Hectares)
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
SITE AREA:
RED LINE BOUNDARY ONLY
(excluding public footpath and road)
-10360m² (1.036 Hectares)

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
- 2040m² (10.1% of Site Area)   (* Marked  Zone A on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 1 - 550m²   (*Marked 1 on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 2 - 217m²    (*Marked 2 on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 3 - 199m² (*Marked 3on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 4 - 199m² (*Marked 4 on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)
COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE 5 - 163m² (*Marked 5 on this landscape masterplan overlay drawing)

TOTAL COMMUNAL OPEN SPACE - 1328m²  
*where minimum required COS area is 1028m² 

Public open space: 
Royal Blue line 

‘Public open space 
provision  as per table right

Communal open space:
Yellow highlighted areas  Communal 
open space see table right for areas of 
communal open space provision.

Privacy strips: Turquoise highlighted areas : Privacy strips to 
groundfloor residential units. Refer to landscape details for above podium 
and in realground on landscape detail drawings: 
489_WS_15_00_05 Tree pit details ; eastern northern and boundary detail
489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
489_WS_15_08 Homezone access Road_Planted Buffer_footpath_ Privacy 
strip detail

Buffer: Magenta highlighted areas : Pedestrian / vulnerable road user vegetated buffer 
zone to shared surface or along neighbourhood carriage way in homezone in accor-
dance with objectives of DMURS 2013  section 4.3.4  Pedestrianised and Shared Sur-
faces , where a place of refuge is provided for the vulnerable road user. Here  DMURS 
section 4.3.4. 
The neighborhood or ‘homezone’ is articulated within the landscape 
treatment through planted medium of ‘buffer’ with surface treatment to signal that  pri-
ority be given to the pedestrian and cycle user within the
 local neighborhood context . 
Refer to  landscape detail drawings: 
489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
489_WS_15_08 Homezone access Road_Planted Buffer_footpath_ Privacy strip detail

Neighborhood green / Informal play :Ameni-
ty Games and recreational lawn *dimension 
suitable for lawn tennis / badminton/ volleyball

Senior 
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Junior
Playground
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Boundary key: Privacy strip / Buffer key: Public open space / communal open space key/ Public seating  areas
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POS Zone A (blue line)

Overlay key drawing  on landscape masterplan pertaining to public & communal open space , 
boundary, buffer , play areas, privacy strips.

A1 1:250

Playground Zones

Senior 
Playground
218msq

Junior
Playground
88msq

Refer to detail design drawing of lightly railed playgrounds with soft planted boundary
on drawing 489_WS_15_07 Privacy strip_Buffer planting_Playground detail_ Lawn
Extract of masterplan to demonstrate Playground connections: * pergola planting not illustrated for 
clarity on ground level connections. Refer to playground detail  illustrating elevational treatment of con-
nectionbetween junior and senior playzones via planted arbour see drawing: 489_WS_15_07. 
1. Entrance to junior playground
2. Connection between Junior and Senior playground via planted arbour gateway.
3. Gate to Senior playground
4. Gate from Senior playground to games lawn
5. Planted margin with multisensory planting on West inner boundary and arbour/ pergola gateway. 
Formal hedge to east of senior playground
6. Railing
7. Bespoke feature communal table and bench 

Neighborhood green /Informal play 
:Amenity Games and recreational 
lawn *dimension suitable for lawn ten-
nis / badminton/ volleyball 621msq

Subject site line on underlay
landscape masterplan.
Tone reduced on underlay
drawing for clarity. 
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Public seating areas Zone B  red line with 
red infill: Not included in POS but 
providing public realm/ open space function
area B/1 =73msq 
area B/2= 13.00msq
area B/3= 13.00msq
area B/4= 24.00msq

Total external public seating zone B: 123msq
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